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Skip to main content. Most people, for example, know that Singapore bans chewing gum, but many don't realize this
applies to Nicorette. However, the Pharmacy Guild criticised the decision, saying it would place further pressure on
doctors. The same applies for knives; you need to have a special licence to carry any knife that is not made for domestic,
professional, artistic or hunting use. Nearly 50 per cent of patients denied a sale were referred to their doctor for more
treatment," Tambassis said. Some fancy dress costumes may be regarded as offensive and therefore against decency
laws. That doesn't mean you should leave your medicine at home and try to get a better deal overseas. Greece We've
received conflicting information about codeine's legal status in Greece Military Service obligations Men, aged 19 and
above, born to a Greek national parent may have military service obligations, regardless of any other nationality they
hold. Greece - prescription drugs These items are listed as weapons in Greece and fall under the current weapon
possession law. Of these transactions, pharmacists have denied sales to some 70, patient because of identified risk
factors. Failure to have such a certificate is punishable by a fine and or imprisonment.Jan 14, - Greece, home of
Hippocrates and Asclepius, is a land of pharmacies, and every town of size has one. Cities will have many, with some
designated to stay open all night. If a pharmacy is closed, a notice on the door will give the address of the nearest
pharmacy designated to be open that day. Mar 2, - Answer 1 of 7: Hi Does anyone know the current regulations re
bringing prescribed codeine into Greece? All the advice I have is that it is illegal and the About Codeine i know it is in
Lonarid which you can buy in greece only if you have a doctor's unahistoriafantastica.com you have a doctor here who
could give. Somewhere in some guidebook written a long time ago and probably reprinted in other guidebooks
somebody wrote that it is illegal to bring codeine into Greece. Since then every couple months I have gotten an e-mail
from someone who takes a prescription drug that contains codeine and they want to know if they will be. After much of
the opium and morphine in the US National Stockpile of Strategic & Critical Materials was tapped in order to ease
severe shortages of medicinal opiates the codeine-based antitussives in particular in late , researchers were tasked with
finding a way to synthesize codeine and its derivatives.?Co-codamol ?Dihydrocodeine ?Codeine-N-oxide ?Codeine
(disambiguation). Don't buy any offensive items like knuckledusters or knives with a blade length of 10cm or above.
These items are listed as weapons in Greece and fall under the current weapon possession law. You need to have a
special licence from the local police authority to carry any weapon otherwise you might face arrest and legal. Answer 1
of 5: We're due to travel to Greece soon (Zante) and recently discovered that Codeine is banned. My partner takes
Codeine Phospate to help control his bowel habits as he is recovering from Bowel Cancer. He would really struggle to
manage without it. Dec 20, - 'Most codeine-based products are now prescription-only simply because of this addiction
potential, but when people are buying these drugs abroad, or over the internet, there are no checks and For example, in
Greece, codeine is banned, so even over-the-counter medications could land you in hot water. Jun 10, - Tylenol with
codeine in Greece, Valium and Ritalin in Singapore-interrogations and confiscations are rare but harrowing. But buying
drugs outside the United States can be risky: recently U.S. Customs officials seized counterfeit and unsanitary drugs in
San Diego that were specifically targeted for sale to. May 29, - If you are on prescription meds, take enough to last for
your entire stay in Greece if you possibly can, and always take a copy of your prescription with you. . You can buy
antibiotics over the counter but definitely not antidepressants, so make sure you take plenty of your medication with you,
but if you did. Dec 28, - One of these substances is codeine, which contains opiates. As some heroin addicts use it as an
alternative to the hard drug, it's banned in a wide variety of different countries. Hong Kong and Greece are among the
destinations where codeine is illegal. Tramadol, a strong prescription-only painkiller related.
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